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Custom black·and·whlte processing printing:.
Fine-grain or' push processing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargement 'lo mounting, r.tc. Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girnrd Blvd NE.
··- ___ _

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

?ASspoJiT,'mENTJFiCA'riON photos. Lowest

HatcH; 15 eent1:1 per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advcrlifll.lmcnt~ nm five or more
conr~ecuHve dRf!l with no changes, nine con·
ts per word per day, {no refunds if cancelled
before live lnRcrtlons~. Classified ,ad·
verllflcmcnts muat be paid In aclvanee,

.

0

.0
0

pri!:es In town. F'ast, p\enslng. Near UNM. Call
265·2~44 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N .E.

WEDoiN GIN~-viTA-·rioNS&PhotograPhY.
Creative Services Ltd. 299·79:30. ·

f.LECTR(JNIC REPAIRS. TV, stereos, radios.
'J'he Guitar Shop, 206-2338.
10/2

Marron Hall room 13l or by mail to;
ClaHsiUed ·A.dvertlfling, UNM Box 20,
Albuquorque,N.M.
87131,
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·,coLoR" AND B/W,·-~-~ and serv~0;;;
csUmat.e. After 6, 266·6994.

10/3
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JOB_S_ ON SHIPSI American, Foreign. No ?X·
pcricnec required. Excellent pay. Worldvn?e
trnvcl. Summer job m: career. Send $3.00 for m·
formation. SEARAX, Dept G-10, Box 2049, Port
Angel('<,;, Washington 98302,
10/3

i~ARTTIME- JOi.ili~aduate-~tudents

only. Af·
ternoon & 'ovenings. Mus~ be able lo work Friday
& Saturday nighls. Musl he21 year's old. App-ly in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 570•1 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE.
10/23

SECRETARIAl~ POSITION, Advertising,
promotion agency, Graduate student. 898,9011,

"4.

EnuCATION- STUDENT ;ceded for pa-;Himc
position !n day nursery. Caii3~5-37G6.
1013

Prof. Don Lee will read a papN titled "Toward
a Marxian Ecological Ethic," }~l'i., Ocl. 3. Corf('(.> at
3 p.m., discussion ul 3:30p.m .. in lht.' Philosophy
d€'pl.loungc, Hum, 535.
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A LITTLE BIT of listening can go a long wny,
AGORA 277-3013. '
10/3

----~~-~-----~~-----

..

room in vegetarian
10/6

(for couPle). 842-039~.1400 Wi~n.:!~re SE. ~

ANY LONELY"WoMEN our. there'! Attorney, 30,

quiet apartment, completely furnished, mid twen1
ties preferred $127, 265-4607.
10/8

FREE Kl'fTENS; two striped, tbrce all black
!two with cute short tails) ca11298·2530.
10/~

SMAI~L APARTMENT on Edilh ncar Central.
$110 month. Electricity pnid, ca!l243·1026.
10/2

Fi'iE"E KITTENS, one male, one female, black

FEMALE TO SHAHE 3 bdrm townhouse apt.
$50/mo. Call Barbara 268·1858 after 5pm.
1017

1017

house. Terry 242·6755.

ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY: large

~ seeks girlrricnd who ls childless nonsmoker living
1"1.
alone, with telephone, car, under 28. Brhtn. PO
,.... Box 14888, 87111.
· · 10/6

ci:EARDI1'CH:-cLEARDrTcli, CLEAn.nrTCH.
where are you?
10/3

NIOK:Who nrc you_t.~Ying to kid,

You knew I
wouldn't be able to find Cnrl'nt'o's Pizza and thnt's
why you wan led me lo meet you there. Mary. 10/2

.

.

Tile Map Collection Area in Zimmern afi
Library will be open additional hours sta.rti~g
S€'pt. 27-Saturda;ys, 9 a.rn..l p.m. <\nd Sundays 1
p.nl."4:30 p.m.
....,

whitt,.~

&

tiger-stripe, 873-1918 between noon-6pm.
.,.

WANTED: c·nradtos fo~;-~h ~~ ~ill"L~;d~-~-th~~
10/3

HEWLETT PACKAHD MODEL HP-~5ea1Culator
brand new, $165, 292·1563,
~ 10/3

2. LOST & FOUND
FoiJNiJ: HEIS jjj--C=.H:-::O=.K-::E:OR::.,7sc::.p.,.t-:2:::5,-:-:M::il-;ch-;-;cII

iiGTo,

Hall. Cnll292-0180 cvenlngs.

10/6
;;ALEX" \VJ);;;;-;;;y~u? I need my bob~s, you;
money waits, Tom~~~-~~~----- 10/3

re-built engine, rn.dinls, AC, PB, horst
10/3

shiner, $1000, 2!J8·20l5. •

20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60, 441 Wyoming NE.

255·5987.
---NF.CCHI ZIGZAG, '7fi

10/23

.,..-,----·--~

3.
-.

closeout model, But·
tonholes, embroiders, monograms. $40 or 10
payments of $4. 256-3fi05. __ .. --~~ __ -·- 1019
QUAD RECORDER with AM·FM eight track and
all the goodies, $9.55 month, 262-0637.
1019

SERVICES
---··"~---· -··----~-

DEI.LY

DANC~~I

~~·- ---~-

Clnsst>s, the Blue llnrccm 255-

1907.

10/3

Qt!;\."i~ITY-ED'l TOR-r AL--;~~~iti;;g ·s-;~-~ ic·~:

Hp-21 w/RECHANGER. instruction book, case,--6-

mo. wnrrnnty. $100. 344·3752.
10/6
1973 HON'DA Cl1 350· fairing~~;~shbar, sad·

manuscripts, dissertations. Ann Hutlon 346-5242.

10/3

\VOM~N-

in -Alhldll~:·sUlfB;!j;;;n",-~-; -Th-u~.'

sdny, 0C'tobcr2hfrom 10am·5pm.

N~1- E~l-itypt';

dlebngs, ral!k. All in-eluded, $825, Firm. Phone 883·

9183.

10/2

ro;· ~il tYPi"nStcditing-~ds.-266~

4507 after 4;00.

10/6

ALPMINUM

CAMERA

GAS8.

Approx

l2x-Hlx14. Ne-w rondition, $45. 344·3752.

1018

10/6

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FOR EVERYONE!
"'DISNEY'S GREAT PIONEfRING VlNTURE IS
rHE SEASON'S HJr RlVJVA£1''\Ntws.,e-eo.

;h;p: -~muu

NEw -MEXIC(VS. BiCYCI,E-- tour~g-·-;~

"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUIIDHARY FILM •••

pric<'s. Datsun. Jo'int, Toyota, Volvo, Pinto, Capri,

Qun\ity lO·spt>cd bicydcs, Camping, hiking, and
b:u'kpackinr, rqmpment. Trail H:ms Cyt'h•ry. 1031

"A WILD. PSYCHEDEliC DISPIAY... REAIIY

~~-~1,~t£..o ~~· ;s_~-~190. ____ . ·--- -~---tr_n
HANG GLIDF.H: SPagull III, fair ("Ondition, $250,
255 H481l.[l<>r 5:00.
10/3

':4 MUL ri-MED/A iJASTEHPIECEI" ~oo;~

S-MAti-Cins·

Rit;AilmD:-s-~;1!

~!.c:.~05~~:ht~~~:_~!:~·-~~~~~~~:s~~3J:~_o. _:_1~!.6
PROFESRlONAL TYPIS'1'. IDM ~'>l'l('t"trie.
gunranlo:~l'd n<"("urn<"y with reason;lbll• ral('s. 2fjX

7147.

-

- -

. .

10:6

.

. --

WANTBl>: n<'W l.'ameras, lens, tripods, or acrl·~sorif'S, Will buy ror rash or tradr other photo
it<>ms. Gunrunner, 310TC't>J1ttal Nt-::
•o·~
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iURNS YOU ON!"'

New Mexico

TII•~Yu T1chN

DAILY

PolbbUtB~ PrH\

"A TOTAL EXPERIENCE IN SIGHT, SOUND
AND COLOR.,. MAKE FANTASIA A MUST!"
Sc~

Friday, October 3, 1975

s,lmau• GrcupW N~l""''l

STARTS FRIDAY

LOUISIANA

\

1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVD.

'

,

2122 Coal PI SE. 843·937fl.

tfn

Thursday

1

ACADEMY AWARD WIHHER

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON ALICE
DOESN'T LIVE HERE
7:00 & 9;10
ANYMORE
Sat & Sun Mat 2:40 & 4:50
IN

KRST Midnight Show
SHLOCK

The Loved One
Jonathan Winters
John Gielgud

Friday

Harrison and Tyler
Perform U. En·core

fri&sat

Apeman Goes Wild, Falis in love with a
blind girl who thinks he's a dog.
slarring

.Rott O"I(EAL

DIRECTED , by
ALAIN RESNAIS
t1i·duti~tg

Saturday
7-9-11 pm

...

LINCOLN KILPATRICK · GEO ANNE SOSA • BARBARA CARRERA
Eui.ti•t PrDdac~r

Muic- by

Produ~~ by

J.ALO SCHIFRIN · DELORES TAYLOR • PHILIP PARSLOW
D;,.d,d lr

FRANK LAUGHLIN
!,(!PY'>Ehl o J<,i 1 • Ao"''·tldiP P•~:lut ~•·"'

ip--G· PAiiMJAt wlo:twfi suoo.Sili>l
~- f~~~~~~!_~.:~~~~:f~~~.t"~soo-

t~( Air "~1>1•. ,,.~~'•o:>d A tlolly JM~

J

f ~~~'!"'""'• P•M.-~1~1>~~

PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT!
STARTS FRIDAY

LOS ALTOS

Starts Monday

Cuild

Sat & Sun

265-0220

99¢

theatre

.... ... ' ...

3405

centr~

n.e.

Before 5

Antonioni's
"TheRtssenger''

'

I

(Rep.-Penn), John McClelland
(Dem.-Ark.) and James Eastland
(Dem.-Miss.). Wilkinson predicted it would pass the Senate after
a few amendments were made.
In particular, he spoke yesterday against the sections of the
bill coYering the death penalty,
wiretapping, public demonstrations and government
secrets.
"Senate Bill One contains 21

attacks on our right to peaceful
assembly," he said. "It allows the
President to declare any place
he's at his temporary residence
and then makes it a federal
felony for people to protest
within so many yards of that
spot.
"You won't even be able to
holler or carry signs, unless the
signs are ones the President
likes," he said. "I doulJt anybody
with a sign reading 'God Bless "
the President' will be arrested.
"The effect is that your right
to demonstrate will be chilled,
and the President's right to be
isolated from the people will be
protected."
Wilkinson, who spent 1961 in
jail for refusing to answer
questions of the House Un·
American Activities Committee
(HUAC), said Senate Bill One
IContinu(·d on ll<tgt• 91

Black Students Recieve Funding -

cr,t<Y 't .' ,._ .r ·1:: i) :Uuether
Ii '''y..'f'' n .r 'r rr 1~ 1 owny frorn h ..>n 1f::"
1\

some good ideas from criminals,
but they're not the usual sourc<'
you go to for your criminal code,"
he said.
Now under consideration by a
subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, the bill will
probably reach the Senate floor
within a month. It is sponsored
by eleven U.S. Senators, including Mike Mansfield (DemMont.), Romao Hruska (Rep.-

Senate Allocates $7489 More

299-4412

---- - · - -

$165. H.C. l-Jallrtt's World Champion 1Jil'yl:l<'s,

tobrr:I1975,A:O(I12:00<lm. t1NM ('oriN•housC".

penalty, obscenity and public
demonstrations.
Wilkinson scored the bill itself,
but was also miffed at its sources.
"The bill was introduced to the
Senate in 1973 on the behalf of
Richard Nixon," he said. "It was
drafted by Nixon and his attorney· generals, John Mitchell
and Richard Kleindiest. All of
them have since been shown to
be criminals.
''I'm not saying you can't get

~ALL

CZNEMA

RIC'YC't.gs. Lowr~t prirc-s and largC"st SC'I<'ction of
the flnt'st European makt>s. Gitant>s $115; B('rtins

('(,gAJUHTCH UAMBI.,ERS, Friday night Or·
10 :1

--~~4·---·~---·

DEL1.'A MARK lOR CD Elcctronit.' ignition,
$3~.9~ ::!6~·_5_~9~:_l'~l~~t~_o_nic _lgni~?~~a~:.s_~-- 1017
FREDICA GARriA flassicnl guitar w 'casl' $135,
c-a112BR·94Gl.
10 '8

l-'AM0t1g (l\llVlllA R()01U)i1fil' and Ph~tCI~raph
(~;o.Ut•ry 1'i ont'-ha\[ hl<lrk froro Jn'hn--;.on th'm on
C'orllrll. ~lH'rinl ord(_1r Sl'rvit'e. _ __

tHVOH('}'j A1' Cl''P HATES. Petition
arrangrd hy IPgal dl'rk $36 plus filing
4977.

··-------

-~·~-

AUTO TONING nnd RE'plm. tNls.onablc>, 1211
(~OPIII'f Nt-~. rt'ar Wl'St.
10 12

THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!"

In Opposition to

By Jon Bowman
- ASUNM Speakers Committee.
Frank Wilkinson spoke to a Besides his presentation, yester·
crowd of about 400 day's rally included short
swu'""" on the Mall yesterday, speeches by members of these
them to work for the • groups and music from Folkways
of Senate Bill One.
recording artist Tom Parrott.
The director of the National
"This bill is the most
against Repressive repressive piece of legislation the
tion, Wilkinson told the Congress has ever considered,"
"the fear of today is Wilkinson said. "We need a new
e.
Se.nate
Bill
One criminal code, but Senate fli:'
ulates this fear to bring in One isn't it."
repr,ess.ive laws.
The bill, introduced in 1973, is
is aimed at chilling our Fir- 753 pages l()ng and is subtitled
Amendment rights," he said, the Criminal Justice
bringing back the mentality Codification, Revision and
McCarthy era."
Reform Act. Among the topics it
Wilkinson, who spoke for two covers are possession of
was sponsored by the New marijuana,
wiretapping,
Civil Liberties Union, dissemination of government
Mexico PIRG and the secrets, sedition, the death

CalUe,
deer, etc. I pick up and pay for hides in good con·
dition. 243-7445.
10/8

FOR SALE

Students Gather

Senate Bill One

5-STRING BANJO LESSONS. TraditioiJal styles,
beginning, advanced, 836-1877.
10/3

Gunrunner, 3107 Ccnlral NE.
-items.
.
HUNTERS . Ranchers save those hides!

5.

Any woman interested in joining a sorcer l~am
come out to practice, Sun., Oet. 5, 1:·a.m. or Wed.,
Oct, 8, J):45 p.m. on Johnson Gym field. For mo11
informntion call Ginny at 277-2866.
1

UNM Ballroom Dance Club wlll mC'et Fri., Oct.
3, 7-9 p.m. in rm 101, CarlLslo Gym.

-.----·

19/8_

FOR RENT
ROOMY..iATE iOn cOuriEI wantcdfu;·3.bdr; 8. MISCELLANEOUS
house, Serious student: non-smoker. $67 or $100

!:i.e_::~~arc !_l_t Birthright 2~7-9819.

Las Campa nus will meel Sun., Oet. 5, in the Corner ,IJounge of DeVnrgus House U al 7:30p.m.

Ed DllmPhy will show computrr gruphics films
from the Nntlonnl Ccntl'r for Almo.:;pberk H<>s<'nr·
ch, Boulder, Colo.; Sandin Corporation: [lnd Los
Alamos, Thurs., Oct. 2, 7:30 p.m.in rml45. Com·
puling Center.
·

Nei>m TWO PEOPI,E .with ('ar to help mt• Ln IllY
business. $90 wepkly average. Part·time, 242-8152
from 3:00 to 4:00 only.
10/2

--·--------

PREGN-AN'l' AND NI·~ED HELP'! 'lou have

--Z GRA.DSTtJDENT' ~~-cks

et$

~!_~~

Home Economics Club "Piz:za Pnrly" Fri., Oet ·
3, 6·8 p.m. in the Home Economic{' building. Com~
and acq'tmint yoursulf with the Home Ec Club
rlepartmcnt, nnd members.
'

6. EMPLOYMENT

'8!'

CORONADO

SUB Theatre
7 & 9 $1.00

{Santa Fe)

OPENING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
(Pass List Suspended)
(No Discount Tickets)
· Check Theatres for Show Times

By Colleen Curran
Patti Harrison and Robin
returned last night to the
Ballroom for an encore perce, performing for a
ralJacity crowd.
feminist comedy team
zed the many "myt)ls"
fUI'ro•~nc:lin.g male chauvinism as
their views on

because "men are too occupied
with balling."
Almost identical to last year's
performance, the team's routine
consisted of various spoofs of the
idea of male superiority. As
Robin Tyler walked .onstage for
an introduction, a member of the
audience whistled. "You're gonna
eat that," Tyler rl'torted.
After the introduction, Patti
Harrison joined her partner on
the stage and the witticisms
began. Harrison did a "tribute"
to male country singers with a
slightly altered version of the
song "D~lta Dawn," which ended
with the singer getting shot.
However, not all of their
material was
bout male
chauvinism. They also voiced
their opinions of several aspects
!Continued on pagl.' 11

At its meeting Wednesday night, the ASUNM
Senate approved funding for the Black Student
Union (BSU) and allocated $3000 to a newly
created recruitment program.
The Senate also passed appropriation bills for
the Independent Student Workers Unioo, Student
Nurses Association, General Honors Program and
Homecoming. In all, it allocated $7 489.
BSU, defeated by the students on last spring's ·
budget election, was given $2303, $500 less than
requested.
.
Sen. Lee Watkins said yesterday he was upset
with the attitude expressed by BSU members
when they were dropped $500.
"The students voted BSU down last year,"
Watkins said. "The fact that we gave them money
Wednesday showed we still cared about their
organization.
"I don't think it was right at all for them to get
mad at us when we were willing to help them," he
said.
Another senator, David Montague, said he
"thought BSU deserved the money," but added
"they were overly upset about getting $500 cut
from their requested budget."
Sen. Dick Lees said he did not think BSU was
upset so much about the budget cut as they were
with particular senators.
The recruitment program, allocated · $3000,
passed by a vote of 16 to zero. A major supporter
of the bill, Sen. Alfred Santistevan, said yesterday
he considered recruitment one of the most im·
portant topics for ASUNM.
"The recruitment program will hopefully make
UNM attractive to all the peoples of the state,"
Santistev&n said. "Most importantly, it will increase enrollment of students from communities
which are disproportionately represented at the
present time."
The senators noted the program will help keep
"academically stimulated students" in New Mexico
and supplement current recruitment efforts ethnic
students.
~
"Hopefully, it (ASUNM's contribution to

recruitment) will draw further attention of the administration to this important area," he said.
In other action Wednesday, the Senale tabled
consideration of a salary bill for ASUNM
Treasurer John Rucker. The treasurer ha9 worked
for a month and a half with no pay.
An
to the bill, Sen. Lees commented
ve1;te1~dav that Rucker whould receive no salary.

\

I
j

!\
,I

~~

j

Phot~ by Miguel Gandert

ASUNM Senator Lee Watkins

"If we pay him, I guess we should pay our at-

torney general, our court justices and everyone
else," he said. "It's getting a little ridiculous.''
Lees also said Rucker does not work much,
noting, "he has a lot of time to write (!pinions, but I
never see him around here."
ASUNM Vice President Damon Tobias,
however, said it was unfortunate Rucker was not
given the salary.
"He's done a lot of work, exceeding that even
recognized on the bill," 'l'ohias said of It·1rker. "He
certainly deserves the money."
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Focus on Consumer Problems

·''.

World
News

ORCA. Reopens·for Complaints

-

Washington P~st . Prints ·roday's?
.
Paper at Six Undisclosed Plants~
CJO

..0
0
+"

By Lynda Sparber
The Office of Research and Consumer Affairs
0
..0 (ORCA), which has been, dormant since the July.
0 termination of former chairman Micha~l
...:l
!>, Benavidez, last week finally was giv~n a new chatr·~
man and committee by the ASUNM senate.
«l
The new chairman, Torrey Baird, said he is
Q
0"
.
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Photo by Renaln Golden

ORCA Director Torrey Baird
trying to work out a program of action for his committee which will focus on consumer and landlord
complaints, obtaining student discounts, and finding benefits for merchants who offer student
discounts.
"We. are just starting to get complaints, people
1 weren't aware that we were open," he said. "We've
only been open a week and are still trying to get
things growing."
·
ORCA is handling the complaint involving
Brown and Smith Office Supply, which twice

quoted an estimate for typewriter cleaning,
lubrication and a minor repair at aroun~ $16. When
the student went to pick up the mach me, he was
'
charged over $70.
In another case, ORCA is trying to help a
student who was caught in the policy changes of
the Student Health Insurance. For five years, the
$1000 outpatient coverage has paid fo_r his visits ~o
specialists for his undiagnosed ailment. Thts
semester the doctor found out what was wrong
with him and prepared to treat him, but the policy
will now only cover him for $100.
In dealing with complaints, Baird said<"Our goal
is to mediate without going to small cla1ms court.
Lawyers can be expensive,''
He said the best way to handle landlord/tenant
complaints "would be to have the people come to us
before they have a problem,''
Next week the committee will be on the Mall
handing out pamphlets prepared by the Legal Aid
Society on the rights·of tenants.
The Legal Aid Society, Clinical Law, Better
Business Bureau and the District Attorney's Consumer Protection Division have all served as
resources for the committee.
ORCA is going over last year's list of student
discounts to determine which are still valid. They
are also looking for new discounts "for all the services the student can use, within the radius of the
campus."
A new merchant ·on the list is the Fox Winrock
Theater, which will charge a student full price on a
first visit and then issue a student card for a fifty
cent discount on future films, including midnight
movies.
"We are tentatively thinking of having a
business fair for businesses offering discounts,"
Baird said. The merchants would then be able to
acquaint students with their merchandise.
Baird said he was not sure ORCA would continue with last year's tradition of flea markets on
the Mall. He was a committee member at that time
and remembers the markets as "fun, but kind of a
hassle."

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Career Opportunities
US Nuclear Regulator"y Commission
in the Regulation of Civilia11 Nuclear Power
The newly established Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NCR)
is responsible for performing the licensing and regulatory func•
lions which were formerly part of the activities of the Atomic
Energy Commission. Thes<?. functions emphasize an obligation to
assure that civilian uses of nuclear materials and facilities are
conducted in a manner consistent with the public health and
safety, environmental quality, national security, and pertinent antitrust laws.
As part of the professional staffing program, NRC utilizes new
or recent college graduates, primarily iii the engineering
disciplines at the B.S. or M.S. levels who desire to direct their
talents towards the resolution of challenging problems in the
nuclear regulatory field. ·
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission offers employment
stability and professional gro)'llh opportunites of an expanding
industry, the challenge of rewarding work, competative salaries,
and the benefits of career federal employment.

'

There wilJ be a NaL'I Chicano Health
Organization Mectrng Mon., Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. at
chicano Studies. New Members welcome. IM·
PORT ANT!!
Las Campanas wiU meet Sun., Oct. 5, in the Cor·
ner Lounge of DeVargas House li at 7:30p.m.
OKTOBER FEST to be held·by the UNM Ger·
man Club, Sat. Oct. 4. band st.artlng at 8 p.m. to 1
Beer, Dancing, Wurst and Spab . No admission
char&e•

By United Press International

Homosexual Fights A.F.

Lobo

Lead Free University
Is a Pointless Forest
By Susan Walton
In this age of pens and
mechanical pencils the old
fashioned, utilitarian pencil shar·
pener seems to have dropped out
of the picture.
Woodward Hall, UNM's
newest, shiniest example of the
modern lecture hall does not
even have a pencil sharpener.
The University Architect's office said it does not include pencil
sharpeners in its plans for
cgassrooms, but suggested the
University Registrar might know
about them.
· '
Fred Chreist, the University
Registrar, responded, "I've been
here two-and-a-half .years and
I've never had to make an
executive decision on pencil sharpeners."
Reports from some of the
maintainance men around campus indicate there is not a single
sharpener in Mitchell Hall.
Ortega Hall has several. The
tape room on the ground floor
has .one, offices on the second

BIG

BELLS

Professional Positions Available for December, June
and August Graduates at the BS,. MS levels In:

The Physics and
department offices have in
hall a sharpener which is
ten or 12 years old and was
to them by General Stores.
American Studies used
requisition to get their
sharpener, which is a sucuo•
type and does not- rei}Ull''l
screws.
One of the maintainance
... sonnel.said the University
to replace pencil
when they were stolen
classrooms and had re]Jiacet
some as many as three times
til several years ago when
stopped because of the ex]pensl
(the Bookstore seels
for $3 to $7).

Postage Rate Up Again
WASHINGTON--The postal service Thursday announced
higher postage rates to include 13 cents for a first-class letter will
begin Dec. 28.
Postmaster. General Benjamin F. Bailar announced earlier he
would delay the long-expected increases until after Christmas,
but had not set the date.
In addition to increasing the rate for·a first-class letter from 10
cents to 13 cents for the first ounce, the new rates will increase
the cost for post cards from 7 cents to 9 cents.
Parcel post rates will go up about 10 per cent.
The rate for air mail goes up from 13 to 17 cents for the first
ounce, but the Postal Service expects to be sending most in·
tercity first-class mail by air by Oct. 11 and the Postal Service
said no more air mail stamps will be issued after then.

Nuclear Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Materials Engineering

Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Health Physicist

Sign up- for interview. Our representative will be on campus
October 8, 1975
Or pick up career information at your placement office and
Send resume or our application to
US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Division of Organization & Personnel
Recruitment Branch
Washington, D.C. 20555
Include grade record or transcript
Reputable academic performance required
An Equal Opportunity Employer · U.S: Citizenship Required
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will be sold on the
newsstands and will be home
delivered," he said.
Meagher said he was "unable
to identify the six plants"
because it was "necessary to
protect them from the same kind
of sabotage, destruction and
violence which beset the Post
yesterday."
However, he said he did not
think it would take the pressmen
very long to find out where the
"It

papers were being printed. He
said it would be "at least several
days" before the damaged Post
presses could be fixed .
The contract between the
pressmen and the Post expired at
midnight Tuesday and later in
the night the pressmen went on
strike. A fire erupted in the
Post's pressroom and all of its
presses were damaged in various
ways.

production" staff was at work
T h ur s da y . M e a gher s a id
negotiations between the Post
and the pressmen had not yet
resumed and "there are no
prospects for negotiations with
the pressmen this week."
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The paper was not able to
publish Thursday although the
American Newspaper Guild·
covered editorial staff reported
for work, after voting not to sup·
port the pressmen.
Earlier Thursday the Post ob·
tained a restraining order
limiting the number of pickets
outside the paper following
violence
Wednesday
that
resulted in 22 arrests and some
injuries.
He said about three-quarters,
or about 500, of the Post's "non-
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
OCTOBER 3rd & 4th AT
JOHNNY'S TV & STEREO

102 Win rock Centor
Sansui"s top technicians will be here
to test and evaluate your Sansui
equipment absolutely FREE!
We will also be featuring Super
Savings on all our in-stock Sansui
equipment Including the '76 models!
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Agency Says Recycle
WASHINGTON-The environmental protection agency (EPA)
Thursday told the government it could save $10 million a year by
recycling some of its own wastepaper.
Under the proposal, most government employees would be told
to separate high-grade paper, such as computer printout paper,
punch cards and ledger paper, "instead of throwing it into the
trash. The paper would be sold.
Th£> ageney said a .,program will begin this month at EPA
headquarters and in one year initial programs will begin across
the country.

Save $150
from original list price
•
Garrard
42 ..M"

Marantz
1060 amplifier

Advent
Utility Speaker
1

Hear All the Music Including the Deepest Bass

(Caotinued on P''''"'
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floor have them, the loknge
the third floor has another
there is one in the hall
fourth floor.
Each department is
sible for obtaining its own
peners. There seem to be
major ways of getting
tools.
Several departments in
Humanities Building said
had taken their trusty
struments with them when
moved from their old offices.
· Other departments w
through General Stores
University warehouse)
will, in some cases, send out
old sharpener which has
turned into· them or most
suggest a requisition for
Bookstore.

HAMPTON, Va.-T.Sgt. LeoJ1ai'd P. Matlovich, who last month challenged the military ban on homosexuals, has been granted
an honorable discharge by his base commander, an Air Force
spokesman said Thursday. Matlovich said he will keep fighting to
stay in the service.
Col. Alton J. Thorgersen, commanding officer of Langley Air
Force Base, rejected a Sept. 19 recommendation made by a
special three-man administrative discharge board that Matlovich,
an admitted homosexual, be granted a general discharge, according to base spokesman Capt. John Alexander.
Alexander said Thorgersen's decision was based, however, on
the findings and recommendations of the board.
·
Matlovich, a 12-year Air Fc.rce veteran with an unblemished
record including tours in Vietnam, said he is determined to stay
in the service and has appealed to the Air Force Secretary John
L. McLucas for a waiver of the discharge.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-· Was hi·
ngton Post officials said Thursday a 24-page Friday edition will
be printed at six secret plants
following a walkout by union
pressmen and damage to the
newspaper's own presses.
Executive Vice President
Mark Meagher said the more
than 500,000 copies of the
nation's seventh largest
newspaper will be printed at six
undisclosed plants outside of
Washington.

With high accuracy and low. coloration
Come in and compare this sound
to systems at twice the price.
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26 Years of Sound Values
Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketch of what
your hair will look like.

It's a Lol·La·Pa·loo·Za (Unisex) Hair Desi~n
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842-8565
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Melons; Baring Or Appeeling?

Another President,
Good Bye Heady

?l

~
This week a changing of the guard took place in Scholes Hall. It
Z was this past Wednesday that William Davis took over UNM's ad-

'!

ministrative reins from outgoing President Ferrel Heady.
bll
For those students new to UNM, Heady was one of those in<'l
P.. dividuals you were glad to meet or you wanted to strangle with
your bare hands.
As a person, Heady was in the top listing; however, because of
his position and because of the adminilltrative bureaucracy which
he helped to lay out, Heady was one of the first people to be
blamed when the "human" campus became the "mechanical',.
campus.
The blame did not lie totally with Heady as he attempted to talk
to students in his monthly "rap sessions." Heady was also one of
the few individuals to stay awake with students during the 1972 allnight Cambodia vigil.
•
So where does the blame lie to students being "dehumanized"
and the University slowly being choked financially?
Perhaps the only fault is in the events and circumstances which
affected the decision making process at UNM.
It was Heady who administered UNM during the "Love Lust"
days when a majority of this state thought the name of UNM
synonymous with pornography. It was also Heady who administered UNM during the Vietnam protest era when UNM was
ranked as one of the more "radical" colleges in the country.
Heady stepped in originally to fill the shoes of the late Tom
Popejoy who was a product of UNM and ruled the University with
the firmness of a proud but idealistic parent.
Subsequently Heady became the stepfather who took over the
child during its adolescent and rebellious stages.
Whether Heady made any major and significant changes in UNM
will be seen now that a new man is running this University.
We at the I...OBO would like to say good bye to Mr. Heady and
wish him luck. If it is true that he will return to teach here we can
only wonder how it will seem to him to be on the other side of the
administration he created.
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by Garry Trudeau
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UNM's Habitual Criminals
Editor:
As a student of UNM, as well as
a citizen of the State of New
Mexico, I hold a high estimation for
this excellent institution of higher
learning. I consider UNM as the
best in the state for myself.
I approve very much of the goais

Censorship

I

I
l

i .

of this university as they are stated
in the 1974-75 Bulletin. As stated in
the Bulletin they include: (1) Serving the citizens of the State of
New Mexico. by providing the opportunity of a well-rounded
education at the higher level; (2) To
provide opportunities fur training in
scholarly and technical fields which
allow the student to become a
productive member of his society;
(3) In its capacity as a state institution, the university stresses
engagement in research activities
which function to keep abreast of
the changing times.
However, I am very discontented
with the side·result this university is
producing; that is, a large number
of habitual criminals. Habitual
criminals in the form of "habitual
parking ticket violators." Since
UNM has a large commuter
population and insufficient parking
facilities, and the University continues to increase, habitual
criminals will also continue to increase. Unless, of cour~e. the
Regents Board, the Administration,
the Student Senate, and perturbed
students like myself begin to rectify this outrageous situation. As
"action speaks louder than words,"
I hope the Student Senate gets its
ass into gear, because I do intend
to rectify the situation.

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Un.totgned 8ttUor1tsls reptesent n

Orlando R. Medjna
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Teresa Coin

Editor:
Having followed the recent
Prince of Peace; the irony that once exchange of amusing, albeit
the Christians took over Rome they inane, verbal volleys between
Messrs.
persecuted their former per· Mr. Moore and
secutors." What is remarkable Bowman and Rucker, I am
about them (besides their triteness' urged to attempt the following
is that they still have the power to clarification of Mr. Moore's
lull the brightest freshmen and somewhat obscure point. Apsophomores into disbelief.
parently, the editors of the
They do partly because there is
LOBO missed it entirely
quite literally nothing here to make
them think otherwise. I cannot here somewhere between coffee and
defend the Sacral Age--and what it donuts.
First, Mr. Moore made it clear
implies--but I will offer a short
bibliography representing ideas in the body of his letter of Octhat may strike you as quite new tober 1 that he was, if anything,
and refreshing. Etienne Gilson, The attacking not the accuracy of
Unity of Philosophical Ex· Bowman and Rucker's opinion
perience; G. K. Chesterton, Or· but. the banality of their gramthodoxy and The Everlasting
matical gymnastics. A mild tart
Man; Christopher Dawson, On
The Reality of Christian Culture, indeed I
Second, the remainder of his
Religion and World History anc
letter
was a suotie b?rb at thi::i
Oh yesl the Holy Scriptures..
without Bultmann's commentarv editors lsicl of the LOBO. True,
Bowman and Rucker wrote
please.
their opinion under their own
John Mark Trujiltc names, not under the guise of a
lll•••!!lllllll:iillii•E::::::'!II!IIt£:CI LOBO- editorial. Mr. Moore's
;l.
point was that if the editors of
the LOBO would perform their
'
function with a view toward
quality as opposed to filler, the
0 ICY paper would be a) more
readable, although there is no
:w•EL.::JJ precedent for this, and b) more
justified, vis-a-vis, the monetary
input from ASUNM.
Letters to the Editor .. _
George Maxwell
Letters to the editor

New Rustic Colors Now in Stock,
Largest selection.in colors & styles for Men and Women

As low as $47.95
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Sports Editor
Harold Smith
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UNfVI Bids A Fond Farewell
To President Ferrel Heady

Moore's Point

should be no longer than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number musl
be ineluded with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If
a letter is from a group,
please include a name.
telephone number and
Louie R. Chavez address of a group member.

Editorial Board
maJoritY .0piNoo of 1he t.Ja~y -Lobo
Staff. Ail cthet eolumr\5, cartoon::: and

·,.

sicms ACI, PART7, SECTION rwo,

that we have lost an understanding
Editor:
For those of you who had trouble of our own history. This is my
muddling through the flowery seventh year at this institution. In
language in Charles Truxillo's let- this time I have heard with
ter, I offer here my own thoughts monotonous regularity those cliche
on its central idea. It demands to be diatribes against Catholicism,
·considered, and it is likely you will which make a professor an instant
never be exposed to it again at this success. Surely you know some by
heart: "The contradiction of the
University.
Simply stated, the letter argued Crusades fought in the name of the

Editor:
The September 26, 1975 editorial
on censorship was worth spending
a few minutes to read.
The Campus Police deserve a
certain amount of respect but only
when they do not exceed their
responsibilities. For the Campus
Police to investigate a burglary or
whatever is nothing more than a
routine part of police work. For
them to then decide what information from a particular crime
we might or might not be interested
in seeing is a gross error in thinking
on the part of the Campus Police.
As long as our Campus Police continue to carry out this questionable
practice, they can only be said to
be guilty of what I will call
"Watergateness."
George M. Coston

RUNNINf7 flJf?.
7Hfi STIIT5
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Thoughts On Truxillo Opinion

Police

NO,SH&'s
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'
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Editor:
Exactly how does one bare a watermelon? I was not aware that
watermelons generally came clothed. Is part of the Annual Lambda
Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust a race to see who can undress this
"All-American fruit?"
If Mr. O'Connor was attempting to make a joke on the lines of
"Beware of Greeks bearinq qifts," the least he could do would be
to spell it correctly. If, on the other hand, the joke involved some
sexual inuendo, it still makes for extremely poor journalism.
This headline does serve one purpose, however, and that is to
warn the prospective reader of the truly poor quality of the body of
the article.
Mr. O'Connor's entire article is a melange (get it?) of specious
puns, improper word usage and impotent attempts at sophisticated
humor.
Mr. O'Connor used "vied against" instead of "vied with" and
n of battle" instead of "battlefield," perhaps in an attempt to
his obvious inability to write. All he succeeded in doing was
nstrating his lack of talent more blatantly.
I have one final question for Mr. O'Connor. Tell me, sir, how
times a year do BULLS come in heat?
Janyce M. Dunn
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BAR
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LIGHTNIN HOPKINS

Vit:llt our new location at 5307
Menaul NE • 881-1640 Or Our
Old Town stole ·at 323 A001e<o
NW jUS! nor1h ol1ha plaza
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Admission $4

Pepino's On Central
Every Sunday The Recording Group

"Watermelon Mountain
Jug Band"
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Starting Oct. 6
From Austin, Texas,
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For a two week engagement
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Photo Petspectives: lmngery of Women

..

E'ditm·'s !\ole: 1'hr "Womf'u iu
Phntography" show i.< "" Pll·
rr>mpnssing, so !/l'ffii and ·'"
many that I munot rm/111 do
fustin to it. Many fin,. arti..t,,

Th(' ft1mous Parli!'r artist~ are
lwr!' too, in•·luclinv, thP "quPf'tl
of Vil'torian pho!of(raphy,"
,Julia Margan•! CamPron.

ar;d theft· U'M'ks are mis.<in!l
fn>m t h f' rn:int· I; erau.w· 11/

a hobby than a profpssion. i'hP
mad{• a lot of S('ntimPntal pi<'·
tUrf'S rlripping with SWPPllH'SS .
But ('amrrnn is known rnor!' for
lwr portraits of thE' famous
p<'npiP of thP limP. IIPr
tPI'lmiqUf' was basPd nn t hf• joy
of doing it, not as an Pnd all. It
i:-. a ran~ opportunil~t to ~Pf1
original ('anwron prints, in
rlPiibJ~· stnmpNl with lwr s!yiP.
Otllf'r !'arly phntograplwrs in
thf' slww indud!' Lady I<'ilmE'r,
with hPI' \LSP of t•ollagp; ('han
s!lnPtta };tanlry gmmons. vipws
of "the good nld days:" Fran cPs
ll!•njamin J!lhnston, dnrumE'ntary photogrnpht•r. and Gl't·
trud!' Kas!'hiPr, rn!'rnh!'r of tlw
Photo-Srerssion.
Margarrt
Bourk!' WhilE-'s
photos wen• thP first to makf.'
tlw <·ov!'r of a npw magazinP of

spat'(' lim ifations. My,apologic.<

to tlt<m. The shou· is in Sauta
F'e at I h•· Jfnseum of Sew
Mr;rwn, throu11h Ot·tolwi· 1!/.
By Terry England
At first I was going to say I

didn't think it's sueh a g!lorl idt•a
to havP a sPparatP show for
wom\'n photograph!'rs. Not
'been us;• I'm "s!'xist" or lwrausl'
women ran't photograph, I just
dirln't likt• tb(• id!'a of dividingArt into mal!' and ft'mal!'.
Now I Sf.'t' a purpost' to th!'
idt>a.
Th!'
"Wom!'n
in
Photography" show is on!' of
the best I've St'!'n, !'specially in
New i\f('xico.
The show is not just an
exhibit of~ontl'mporary artistl'.
L
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time for the gtyles to be appreciated and thought about for
great lengths of time.
When I first saw Karen
Truax's work about four years
ago in a show in Tucson,
Arizona, I did not like what I
saw. They looked like
somebody had a bad image and
couldn't do anything with it, so
they slapped some photo oil on
them to make them acceptable.
But the images Truax has in
this show arc complete opposites from four years ago.
Not only are the subjects more
arresting to the mind, the effect
has been increased by the perfect use of colors, if perfect can
exist in human endeavor. I can't
explain it in black and w bite, go
look for yourself.
There's a lot more, of course;
50 artists, to be exacL Still, it
rould be worse. The 50 were
chos~n from a list of 1200
names.

1

"Mejo, Passport Photo, 1971," Gum bichromate and
stitching by Betty Hahn

~©

WAlT

1936 callerl L{fe. Tht' str·ry was
mostly about tht' For~ Peck
Dam then under ronstrurlion.
Bourke· White concenlrt ted on
the pt>ople building thl' dam as
much as the dam itself, and a
picture of a part of .AmPril•a
f.'mcrgC'd. FortunatC']y, the L{f•·
editors appreciated lhl' uniquC'
angle and ran the story as
Bourke· White saw iL
Another kind of d<•<'Ulll!'n
tat ion was bl'ing d• 'n<' by
Liss<'tte Model. Sh·• <·onrentrates on the unusua (H'oplP
of society, the ones that ·lon't fit
in, and couldn't can• l!'ss.

VI~ ~lOllS

'LOUISIANA MALL
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lations of subjects unpopular to
mass consumption.
Arbus' prints done for this
show ar€' too perfect: the
lighting has been corrected, the
grain improved, the presentation packaged, presented and
seen as Finl' Art. The effect of
her messages has been
diminished.
Contemporary artists in the
show are harder to deal with.
This may be because some of
the processes are still too new
and haven't had time to "age;"

Modt>I's "Gambler Typ!', Fren·
''h Riviera, 1938," is one of the
most powt>rful portraits of
power that exists, where the
fl'E•ling of power-over-pcopl('
ll'aps out and blitzes your mind.
Thl• size of th!• exhibition print
helps tremendously (as it does
in the cas!• of llourke-White).
A case where thR size hurts .the
image 'is in Dian!' Arbus'
photographs. Arbus was not a
ll'l'hnidan, and was not concerned about print quality. This
was part of her vision: rough,
direct framing, poor lighting
and uncomplicated prcsen-

"Street Child, Trabzon Turkey, 1965," by Mary Ellenmark

.
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Under-cover Hero with Peter
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ASO: He<:\vyweight Thunder

DIRECTED

by

ALAIN AESNAIS

By l\to.ry 1\lontano

Saturday
7-9-11 pm

Aftt'r a silPnt snnnner, Yoshimi Tak<''la and his musi<•al
hord!', the Albuqu!'T<JU<' ~ymphony Or<'hestm, ramp thun·
dPring on t hP srenf' last Sal unlay night with thret• -of tlw
westt'rn world's mof t powl'!'ful rnmpnsPrs pat'kPd. in to onP
!'venin g.
Works perl'ornH•d in<•lm!Pd Wa!{n<'r·~ I'n•ludt• lo "DiP
Meistersing-('r," Bt•Pthn\·en's "~ymphony in("' and Stravinsky's ·"'l'hf' Rill' of ~pring," all p!'rformP<l with polish and a
new "togethl'rnPss" amnllf( tht• musicians. Howev<•r, lhl'rP
was a prnhll•m whil'll plaguPd tht• orl'hl'slra throu!{hout thP
Wagn;•r ttntl Bt•l•thnv<•n works. Tlw drpad "llrag!-(inf( Tern·
po" has untwrved audi!'IH'l'S lhf' world over and has sPnt
many musir .st Udf'nh inln paroxysms of frustration, s~cond
only to tlw unrpsnlved dissnnanl'f' in <'<'l'l'hral pain. th!' last
movemPnt of lht• R~mphnny in(', hllW!'\'<'r. was n rPiid in
that thP oreht•slra pi<-kt•d up tPmJl" snmPwhal and thl' piPrl'
finally had som<• snacJ to it.
AftPr intPrmissinn, whit·h lll•"t nf tlw audil'tli'P wiselv
spl'llt in lhe ;1rl galh•ry fnr a dn.st• nf visual arl, thP orrlwslr~
pn•sPntl'd a worthy !JPrl'nrrnatH'P nf Stravinsky's "The Rit<• of
Rpring," a piPet• whi<'l1 will gl'l a ris!' nut of any audil•n<'l'. 'fhP
rist> it got out of thr aU<lit•nt'<' at tlw 191:J pn•miPr was a loud
discussion IF'n•n•·h [ >r "l'int"l on llw nwanihg of Art. Rtravin·
sky had to lPaVP tht disruS'inn suddPnly through a dressing
room window to a\'nid a .sun• l~·twhing. Today this work is
still a primltin•, sa\agP and at linws vinl<•nl work, psprrially
with the halll•t whit'h is <'IJUally as d<•manding as thr or
rhP~lral spon'.
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Sat & Sun

theatre

Before 5

3405 central n.e.
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POPEJOY HALL.
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AT THE llNI\'El{SITY OF NE\\' :\IEXICO
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AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Alvin Ailey
Dance Co111pany

I

I

The Cultural P~·ogram Committee

I

The

Two Performances
Two Different Programs

Tonight

8:15pm

Student Subscribers Please note:
.
Your Passes w1ll be honored only on Oct 2

I
I

I
I

I
'

1
r

I
I
I
I
I

$10.00, $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00
I
Tickets Available now at Box Office
Telephone: 277:3121
Undergraduates with Activity Card
J
may Purchase Two Tickets maximum at
1/2 the Regular Prices
- - - - - - ~--~--------- ----~
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Starts Monday

Present
America's Finest Modem Dance Troupe
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Showtimes 7:00 & 9:15
Sat & Sun Mat 2:30 & 4:45
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Special Prices on Drinks
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SUB Theatre
7 & 9 $1.00

~----·-

4:00 to 8:30 Bones
9:00 to 1:30 Hondo
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Showcase of Bands Special
2 Bands
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Pepino's
On Central
T.G.I.F.
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UNM President William Davis

Enrollment
Increases

$1.00 Discount with Student J.D.
Starts Sunday Oct. 5
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Enrollment this fall on UNM's
main campus topped 20,832
students according to the 21-day
statistics. The increase was 6.9
per cent over last fall's 19,488
students.
The statistics showed 17,044
undergraduates (4733 freshmen;
4312 sophomores; 2963 juniors;
2757 seniors; 91 fifth year; an
2188 classified and non-degree),
an increase of 6.5 per cent over
last year.
Graduate, I.:aw, and Medical
scho.6ls accounted for 3788
students (3192 Graduate; 324
Law; and 272 Medical).
Total enrollment breaks down
to 11,207 men and 9625 women.
Entrance into colleges in the
Univeristy show some severe
shifts. Arts & Sciences, Education, Fine Arts and Nursing all
showed a decline.

Davis Busy Working
On Budget, Formula
By Charles McElwee
UNM President Dr. William
Davis yesterday said he is happy
with the way the transition from
FerrelhHeady's administration
to his own was handled.
"Dr. Heady and his wife
couldn't have been more gracious
or thoughtful. They were both
very helpful," said Davis.
He said he does not in tend to
make any drastic changes in administrative structure, but there
are what he called "some items of
both immediate and long range
concern" which he said .he will
identify at the next full faculty
meeting on October 14.
Dal,l!s said one of the first
items of business is to see ihat a
budget is prepared by October
15.
The new president also said he
has been working on a day-to-day
basis to help prepare a differential funding formula which

..

will be presented to the next
session of the state legislature.
He said he is pleased that since
he has beef in the state he has
had the opportunity to meet with
the Board of Educational-Finance, the Legislative Finance Coun·
cil and all of the Bernalillo County legislators, in addition to
educators from UNM and
throughout the state.
"I don't know how I could have
gotten more done in the time
that's been available since I've
been here," he said. ,
Davis said one of his important
jobs as an administrator is to serve as a kind of referee.
He said, "One of the kE!y roles
is how do you get different kinds
of people to work well together
for the most production and solid
accomplishment?"

Comediennes
of the political situation. They
suggested the Republican Party
change their emblem from an
elephant to a prophylactic
"because it stands for inflation,
covers a lot of pricks, and gives
people a false sense of security."

•'

"A MOVIE THAT CELEBRATES TACKINESS!"
-Canby, N.Y. Times

DIVINE IS MARVELOUSLY FUNNY!"

On other issues, the duo did
not advocate busing, not because
they object to busing itself, but
because "it's school that fucks
people up." On gun control they
said, "The army and the police
should be the first to give up
their guns."

-Crist, New Yo!k Magazine

''SEX OFFENSES THAT WOULD SHOCK
MARQUIS DE SADE !" N.Y. -Rex
Reed,
., . . . ·
Dally News

THE HI-FI WIZARD PRESENTS

.

~BOUT THISC2'J

\\ h1l1• dt·~•lnMh•d X. pn•\ It'" .1udwm·t·~
ha\'l' nlsomdll'at~d lhnt "l•'l'tnall' Trl•uhlt.>''

mdudpJ.i J.~t·t·m·~ uf t•Xtruo~chn.Lry pt•rnr,H_\
<~nd n1;1y ht• 'il't.'n a!' momllv :md Sf.'Xuall~·

olft·n~!\'t.'

·

· ..

DiVINE· DAVID LOCHARY ·MARY VIVIAN PEARCE· MINK STOLE· EDfTH .MASSEY

,,'

J.iDO'H~S~liVIILM; INC <O''S'D'i<il IEWl',l C\EM1.1!1HI

----~~~~-·--~~~ ~3401

Friday Oct. 3
Saturday Oct.. 4
.
Sunday Oct. 5

GHOST HOSE
(Just bacK from their east coast tour)

CENTRAL NORTHEAST

Thunderbird Bar 867·9911
I

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
OCTOBER 3rd & 4th AT
JOHNNY'S TV & STEREO
102 Winrock Center .
Sansui's top technicians will be here
to test and evaluate your Sansui
equipment absolutely FREEl
We will also be featuring Super

Savings on all our

in~stock

Sansui

equipment including the '76 models!

1)

will threaten the civil liberties of
every American, and especially
those of the press.
"It has seven sections aimed
~irectly at censoring the press in
the name of national security,"
~e said. "Under the bill, the
reporters and editors of the New
York Times woud have been
lined $100,000 each and would
have received a seven-year jail
term for printing the Pentagon
Papers."
He said ,Jack Anderson would
have been jailed for using
classified · government information in his story on Nixon's
shift on Pakistan a few years ago,
and that any journalist could be
jailed for even possessing
classified information.
Another section Wilkinson opposed was the one on the death
penalty, a punishment the bill
makes mandatory for certain
crimes. He said the death penalty
violated the Eighth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution and also
went against the grain of the
1972 Supreme Court decision
which found capital punishment
"cruel and unusual."
Paraphrasing former Iowa
Senator Harold Hughes, he said
he would support the death
providing
each
penalty,
exr.cution was broadcast over
prime-time television.
Wilkinson was outspoken on
the wiretapping provisions of the
proposed bill, saying they were
repressive and a disgrace.
"Under the bill, the president
can tap anyone's
phone
whenever, in his opinion, there is
a danger to the structure of the
government."
He said figures made available
by the U.S. Justice Department
show there were at least one
million wiretaps each year from
1969 to 1971. He estimated that

They said this was probably
the reason that most sharpeners
on campus are in offices and not
lecture halls or classrooms.
However most students,
questioned as to where they
sharpened their pencils replied
blankly they used pens.
One student said the question
was of a personal ·nature and a
student government member
agreed it was a serious issue and
deserved more attention than it
has received so far.
Of those students who still use
pencils and were civil enough to·
answer questions on the topic,
the Student Union Building candy counter's sharpener appeared
to· be the best known and the
most widely used.
The Biology building seems to
have the most pencil sharpeners
available to students in labs and
also in some lecture halls. Reports from that building indicate one
sharpener eats the pencils rather
than sharpens them.
The Journalism building and
Zimmerman Library reserve
room each have at least one sharpener available for students' use
and the determined student will
find at least one sharpener on
each floor of the Library, except
for the stacks (the tower) which
do not have any.
The saga of the English depar·
tment's sharpener is a touching
account of how a sharpener can

OKIE'S
All NEW
Discount
L·iquors
Jose Cuervo
Tequila

Frank Wilkinson
less than 200,000 of each year's
wiretaps were legally sanctioned
by the courts ..
"Out of the legal taps that
were made, the conviction rate·
averaged around one-and-a-half
per cent," he said. 'There are
some people who will argue that
orne-and-a-half per cent is important. I won't."
Wilkinson said that 95 per cent
of the taps were related to
suspected gambling activities,
while 4 per cent dealt with
suspected use of marijuana.
"This bill extends even further
the
use
of
wiretapping
authorized by the 1968law on the
subject," he said. "They even offer compensation of ($100) for
telephone installation people and
landlords who help install the
tap. The bill makes it a crime for
telephone workers to not install a
bug when ordered to do so."
The civil liberties spokesman
also opposed the bill because it

"would allow the government to
indiscriminately harrass individuals it considers subversives.
"According to Congressman
Robert Drinan (Mass.) the House
Judiciary Committee already has
files on 753,000 suspected subversives," he said. "The files are
kept on the third floor of the
House itself in two giant data
banks, .12 feet high and· 24 feet
long."
The bill, he said, would increase the list of names kept in
these files and "continue the
possibility of another witch hunt
like we had in the (Joseph) Me·
Carthy era."
He also urged students to do
more than talk by "taking
meaningful political action.
"The first thing you should do
is to sit down and write to
Senators Domenici and Montoya
to tell them you oppose Senate
Bill One," he said.

University· Becoming a Pointless Forest
!Continued from page 2)

-~-

give many years of faithful service to its users.
When the English department
moved into the Humanities
Building it took with them a

small, ancient, hand turned
model which had been screwed
into a wooden bookcase in Bandalier Hall for at least seven
years.

"Rich
and

,

regal ...
Avery

good
book!"
-The New York Ti"!es

"The best fantasy
novel of the year •.• and
perhaps of the decade. It's a mythical
dam fantasy with a marvelous heroine, satisfying
strange beasts, and some chilling sorcery scenes." -Locus

$5.59-1/5

Jack Daniels
Black
~

$6.69-1/5
Spanada

1/2 gal. $1.89
1/5 .99c
Cold B~~. .
Schlitz

$4.99 case
Keg BEER
1/2 Keg Coors
$29.95
All Pints &
Halfs Reduced
up to 40%
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CANTERBURY CHAPEL
Sunday Services
9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion
ClxJRCJ)

425 University NE

Weekday-Holy Communion
12:30-Wednesday
1 2:30-Saints Days

'Hoffmantown Baptist Church
SUNDAY SERVICES:
Bible Study 9:00 am & 7:15 pm
Worship Service 1020 am & 6:00 pm
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE:

Front of La Posada 820 am
Comer of Redondo & Yale 8:30

2335 Wyom.tng Blvd. N.E.

'be every year that a BYU team
starts out slow," he said, "and
then comes on strong later in the
season."
Mandt said BYU's "strongest
deal is their defense. They
graduated five of their starting
defense, but the new players now
have proven to be just as good."
BYU is leading theW AC in team

defense allowing their opponents
228 yards a gamt:. The Lobos are
fourth in team defense for the
WAC giving up 264 yards per
game. BYU is fifth in scoring
defense allowing opponents 21.6
points a game. New Mexico is
third in scoring defense. The
Lobos' opponents have averaged
17 points a game.
As for the Cougar offensive
game, Mandt said they have "a
great running back in Jeff Blanc.
Blanc is number 1 in the WAC in
rushing offense with 362 yards in
73 carries and two touchdowns.
He is number four in total WAC
offense.
New Mexico's main threat to
BYU might be quarterback Steve
Myer, who is at the top in WAC
offense with 473 yards in 98 plays
and four touchdown passes. He is
second in passing offense with a
.446 average in pass completions
for 502 yards, a game average of
12.3 passes completed.
The Cougar quarterback is
Mark Giles who backed up their
quarterbacking sensation Gary
Sheide last year. Mandt said
Giles "runs a lot more" than
Sheide did, but that the Cougars
"use the same running offense."
Mondt said Giles rushed for
almost 90 yards in the ASU
gJ;.mf'. "Ht''~ a good .c;print-mlt.
quarterback and he uses the
quarterback option real well,"
Mondt said. Giles is the number-

Need A Lift?

feelings a lot, but that doesn't
hurt our mental attitude, The
guys will play just as well. w~
know how important this game
is. Our players are good peopl~
and they want to win."

three quarterback in the WAC
right behind Myer with a .529
completion average and 345 yards.
Mandt said the Lobos are
"thinking" of passing more against BYU than they did against
Colorado State. "We felt we had
t.o run it to win against CSU.

Mond t said the team has "im.
proved generally" since the CSU
game, and that some "specific
assignment mistakes" have been
straightened out. Changes in the
Lobo lineup include Tom Morris
at quick tackle, Jon Sutton at
tailback and Preston Hall bacbt
tight end. Steve Wilson and Dave
Green are still fighting for the
starting center position, and
Clarence Jones has moved ahead
of Ray Cameron behind Preston
Dennard at split end. Jones is
also the number-three quarterback for the Lobos.

We'll have to see what happens
against BYU before it can be said
definitely what we'll do." Mondt
said New Mexico's general
rushing j\'ame is "better than it's
been." The Lobos gained 152 yards rushing last week, their
average being 143 yards a game.
"Last week's game hurt our

Despite their minor injuries,
Mondt expected usual starters
Robin Cole, Dennard and Edgar
Bell to start.
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Tucker Match Next
-

The "Gniversity of New Mexico
golf team has been competing
this week in the Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
over the Eisenhower Golf Course
in Colorado Springs, Colo.

•••
~
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.

.A-·(_
Brad Bryant

t.

The tournament is a prelude tD
one of the top co11egiate fal:
golfing events in the country--th~
Tucker Intercollegiate at thr
UNM South Course. The Tucke:
is set for Oct. 8-11.
Lobo Coach Dick McGuire en
tered a team in the Rocky Moun
tain event that includes let
termen Harold Garrison, Hi
Roberts, Greg Goldsmith and
!\like Glennan. Butch Carlson and
Randy Kahn will also compete fm
the Lobos.
Six other Lobo golfers recently
competed in a college tour
nament at Oklahoma City, in
eluding Hrad Bryant, whr
finished fifth in the individua:
standings. The Lobos finisheti
ninth.
McGuire said he would compilf
his team for the Tucker after thi>
week's tournament based on the
performance of the 12 golfers it
the Colorado Springs event anc
the one at Oklahoma City.

We'll Come by:
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Bus
Motorcycle
Or Carry you
on our backs
Parkview Baptist Church
1404 Lead Ave. SE
242-2606
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By Harold
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Norm Ellenberger's basketball team, which 'IS,
full of new personnel, has only one senior on its
roster. His name is Bruce Hudson, and he is a 6-1
guard from Albuquerque. Hudson played in one
game last year against Cal-Davis. However, he ran
into academic problems and was unable to participate in the second semester.
This year Norm said Hudson is "enthusiastic"
about the upcoming season.
I, for one, am glad to see Hudson still in the
lineup. Anyone who has enough "enthusiasm" to
stay with the Lobos and their grueling workouts
despite little playing time deserves to play. As for
the academic difficulties, most of us have had at
least one semester (admit it) which was
academically below par.
When I observed Hudson in the Cal-Davis clash
all that seemed lacking (of course, I do not have
Ellenberger's expertise) was experience and court
confidence. In conclusion I wish Hudson good luck,
and hope to see him play when the season opens in
the renovated' Arena.
The football team is out of town today. Brigham
Young and the Mormon legion could give Mandt's
crew a tough time, and could virtually knock the
Wolfpack out of WAC contention .. At least, being
that the game is on Friday night, the BYU kid dies
can be to church on time Sunday morning.
Since the gridders are on the road there might
be a good replacement for the fan at Saturday afternoon's (2 p.m.) rugby clash. The UNM team will
meet the Santa Fe Rugby Club on the field south of
University Stadium.

By Randy Builder
will b!' plpnty of hot. air
blowing around our town during
the next nine days as Alhuquer'
que hosts the 1975 World Hot Air
Balloon Championships and the
Fourth Annual Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta.
The championships have been
officially de signa ted as part of
the country's bicentennial celeb·
ration.
More than 200 balloons
representing over 20 nations will
take part.
The balloons will lift off
tomorrow during commencement
ceremonies at 7 a.m. followed by
the first Fiesta contest at 8 a.m.

HARD LOOK AT THE ANSWEFHi'?

Monday - Friday

RGG/OfiAL. 1/t/ffHER OF . G.EOWGY 1EA.CHE.R
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D!: PHYSICS AHO MA.TH
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
OCTOBER 3rd & 4th AT
JOHNNY'S TV & STEREO

102 Winrock Center
~<m~:Jl\ 1'JP tedlrlirJo:JII'.> Will iJIJ h~H:

7:00 P.M.
WOODWARD HALL, ROOM 101
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October 6 - 10

SIGN UP NOW . 2130 MESA VISTA HALL

or stop by the booth
Bruce Hudson-is the only senior on the 7576 Lobo basketball squad, Bruce is a 6-1
guard from Albuquerque. See Net Results
Column.

STUDENT CENTER
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champion of the two-year-old
tourney.
Theresa Sullivan is seeded
number one in the women's open
category and New Mexico's
nationally rated Nancy Neeld is
the number-two seed.
Garcia
and
Hernando
Aquirre, a former UNM player,
are the number-one seeds in
men's doubles with the team of

UNM players, seeded number
two. Oates is seeded number 4 in
men's singles and Kern is seeded
number five. The only other
UNM player seeded is Gary
Wheeler at number eight .
Iu women's doubles, Sullivan
and Mindy Sherwood are seeded
number two.
Sullivan and Aquirre are the
number-one seeds in mixed
doubles. The pair won the
Fidelitvmixeddoubleslast
weekend: Oates and Ann Marie

Sanchez
seeded number
two
in mixedaredoubles.
They were
semi-finalists in thE' Fidelity
The original launch site at the Tournament.
state fair grounds has been
Action k expected to qtart this
changed to the Simms Field site morning and end Sunday afwhich is west of the Singer plant. ternoon.

We stock the
most complete selection
ofwines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to
fraternities and sororities.
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ESQUIRE
HAIR DESIGNERS
Experts in the latest techniques of
Hair Cutting .tor Men and Women
20% off all organic
hair products, curling irons
and hair dryers thru Oct. 30 with this ad
Free Hair Analysis & Consultations

f

298·4811
By appointment only

c.

1504 'C' Wyoming NE

B•Uehaven Center
(Noxtto frHWay)
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Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur.
4:30-6:00

Daily

Friday Afternoon Special
Delicious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

3:00-6:00

BRifttl '/OURSELF, .AN DPEN MIND AND A FfiiEHD TO MEAR:

OF THE YEAR

--

INTERVIEWING FOR 1976 OPENINGS

WttETHEFI YOU ARE A STUtii:HT, SCIENCE

JOHN CLAYTON

.

ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
VISTA - PEACE CORPS

World Hot Air Bal Ioons
W ·al•1 l·a ft _, Off Tom 0 rrow

The~:e
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By Tim Gallagher
Despite rumors to the contrary. Coach Kathy Marpe said her wo·
men volleyballers might not be at all bad this year. "Just because.
we're rebuilding it does not mean we're going to get wiped out," she
said.
The Lobo women open their regular season Friday at 7 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym against· Ft. Lewis College.
Marpe's optimism is based on her team's performance in a sr.dm,
mage against Cibola High School last Thursday. She said, "Our
spiking and defense were good, and our serving was excellent." She
said that the first-year players were "really coming through," and
that the returning players "have really improved."
Mar'pe said that Deb Ogorek and Mary beth Roberts were standouts
in the scrimmage. One of the team's better players, Mary Brazes, has
pulled rib muscles and, although she is expected to play in friday
night's opener, she will be hampered by the injury.
At the same time that the varsity is playing Ft. Lewis, the Lobo
jayvee squad will be playing the College of Santa Fe in the other half
of the gym. At 8 p.m. the Lobo varsity and junior varsity will squarP
off.
·

~,:,"::"~!'!~~,..!?.,~T[~!Y.,,E~~t~[~~,.h.?2?.~

members will be playing in the
Northern New Mexico District
Adult Closed Tournament this
weekend at the Sierra Vista
Swim and Tennis Club in
Albuquerque.
The number-one seed in the
men's open category is Tim
Russell, tennis coach for the
UNM men's tennis team. Right
behind Russell is number-two

----- .----

Spikers to Play
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TEACHER., .SClEHTIZT, BIBLE TEACHER, DR PARENT, JOHN Ct.AYTON CAN
H:ELP YOU FIHP THEM.
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By Jo Lopez
UNM wi_ll try to even its 1-2
record tomght when the Lobos
go against hlst year's WAC
champion, Brigham Young
University, at 7:30 in Provo.
The Lobos lost their first WAC
game against Colorado State, 27·
16, last Saturday night at home.
BYU is last in the WAC standings with losses against
Colorado State, 21·17, and
Arizona State, 20-0, The Cougars
lost their only other game to
Bowling GrN'n, 28-21, while New
Mexico lost to 'fexas Tech, 24-17,
and won their first game, against
Fresno State, 29·0,
UNM coach Bill Mondt said
that despite their losses, BYU is
still a good team. "They have
lost, but they played well," Mon·
dt said. He said the Cougars were
affected in their games by tur-

novers. In the CSU game, the
Cougars were faced with plenty
of interceptions and fumbles. In
the ASU game, they were also
hindered by four turnovers.
But Mandt said the Cougars
are "playing better" than they
played last year as WAC champions. He said they have had a lot
of "bad luck."
If history repeats itself, the
Lobos might not be too happy,
Last year's Cougars lost their first three games before tying their
fourth one against CSU, and then
winning all the rest to clinch the
WAC title. The only other loss
was in the I<'iesta Bowl against
Oklahoma State.
Mondt said his team does "not
want anything to do with a tie,"
and he believes that what happened to BYU last year will not
happen again. "It's not going to

I
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Keg Beer and Taps

Located in
Winrock Center
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Albuquerque, N.M.

cor.oR- ANr;-· [i/W, -~~al(·~· -~;~,·- s~~~ic~~. --F~<'c
t•slimrrti!, After6, 266·G994.
-Call ICi~~

from

lriPnrl~ whocllroatBirlhright.247-0819.

., tfn
- ---------T-·-·•·---···---~~----~

A U'l'TljE BI'l' of Jislen!ng can go a long way,
AGOllA 277-3013.
10/3

GiiAOS·rUol~NT-~e~-k;-;o~;-i~~~l;;;ian

ANYt.oNELY\\roMEN out. thcrl''/ Allorney, 30,

3, Sus~
Patrick, Joanna de Keyser, Christine Potier anll
Carol Redman, E<~ther 'rhomp.son Lounge,
Student Unioll nuildlng, 12:30·1:30pm.on Friday,
Oclobcr
10/3

a.

I

·rv\ 130·$GO. 441

10/3

flO, h~rst

10/3

Wyoming

N"E:

!0123

Hp-21 w/RECHANGER~ instr~~~:-;;-s-;,, 6·
mo. wurranty, $100.344-3752,
10/6

)973 HONDA CL 350· fairing, erashbar; sad·

ALUMINUM • CAMEHA

CASE.

SEc"RETA RlJ~L-P0si1;iON~~

rnl, striJlcd malP cat. Any Information call 243·
10t3
-------~-~--M

of red Dohl'rman lost

i[;\N(~·r,I:tOE-R:-:~~~g~iliil.

\'i<"inity uf Cl.'ntral & Morning!'iidc. No qtaoslion<J,
10 :g

falr

DAILY

OLDTOWN

.Adv~~Lrsin-g,

MISCELLANEOUS

fi.STRING BANJO LESSONS':'fud.itional t~lyles:
b!'!ginning, advaneed, 836·18~- _ -~-10/3
FREE K-ITTENS-;~riped, three all black
!two with cute short lnils) eal\298·2530.
10/3

Women's Week schedule for Friday: In SUB
in Education booths, exhibits,
discussions and speakers, 10 a,m.·6 p.m.; Video

FnEE KITtENS,· one male, one

ASA

EDUCATION STUDENT needed for parl-t1mc
position in dny nursery. Cn\1345·3766.
10/3

·---~---------

[~male,biJi~k&;

, white tigcr·stripe, 873-1918 bctwel•n noon·6pm.

1017

--·-··---·--WANTED: CD radios for cash or wiU lrad~ other

Hems. Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE.
10/3
HUNTERS-_- Ra~h~·nve lho·s;-h!rlc;\cattlc, •
deer, etc, I pick up and pny Cor hides in good con·
dition. 243·7445.
10/8
------,.-·---------·-~·-----

Prof. Don Lee will read a paper titled "Toward
n Marxian Ecological Ethic,'' Fri., Oct. 3. Coffee at
3 p.m., discussion a.t 3:30p.m., in tho Philosophy
dept. lounge, Hum. 535.

Appro<

B:~Uroom-Womcn

tape: 3 Lives by Kate

Mill~t,

10 a,m,-3 p.m.; In

Gallery-Women Art Student Showing; In
SUB Thcater·FHm: Marie of Pueblos and Sugar
and Spice, shows at 12:30, 1:30, 2:30, 3:30; In
Esther Thompson Lounge-Music Rf'C'itul, 12:30·
1;30 p.m.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
OCTOBER 3rd & 4th AT
JOHNNY'S TV & STEREO
102 Winrock Center
Sansui's top technicians will be here
to test and evaluate your San sui
equipment absolutely FREE!
We will also be featuring Super
Savings on all our in-stock Sansui
equipment including the '76 modelsl

SENIORS & GRADS
PEACE CORPS - VISTA
Job Opportunities i;\ft'?r Graduation In8 .
Liberal Arts
Math/ Science
usmess
French/Spanish
Social Sciences
Law
Education
Home Economics
Engineering
Interviewing for 1976 Openings
Monday · Friday
October 6 · 10
Sign Up Noow · 2130 Mesa Vista Hall
or stop by the booth

n}ii;X

SERVICES
BE1.1.Y 'nANcgr (~l:u1s~s, tht'
19G7.

----

-

-

riiuc 1Iar(~~m 255·

.. -

·~-----~·

~all 2.6~ t•~til.

Qe/\L1TY I·miTOtnAl. rl'writing ~wrvices,
mam!5l'ripts,diss{'rlMions. Ann ltutton :w; :i24.;~.
Ill •3
NM 1>:1h\nH.•~ FQt' ;t.l\ tytlinr,l~dillng 1\l'l't!!;. 261)

l1a• fini'<;t Eurntwan makl?:'i. (;itan<'s $.115: Bt•rlins
S105. U.C. 1-taih•tt'<~ World t'hampifln Uil'yclcs,
~122 Coal P1 ~~~. fl.\a 9:l7R.
tfn
70 YAMt\UA 3GO g'ndurQ, N('Nh; rrpair .1$SOl.

·1567 ,'l(tf'r 4:0(1.

SI7linsls.2773ti9fi,2965Sl6.

10·8

-

c

•

••

• 10·9

SMi\l,l. <'ARR HEP.AIHED. Small sh()p, sn1all
fl'll't'<l, {)al'>un,

Fiat, 'l'llyilta, Volvo, Pinto. Cnpri,

r:tt. :!05 ~Ianford. All£"y. ('a!~~~-~ _2_55·31~~· ~~::~
PHOfo'I>:~t'IONAJ,

TYilfST. ID:I--1 Sl'lrddt'. Guar

·General Store

anlL•c>d Mruracy with rl'a'lonabl~ ratts. 2911-7141.

to

6

f'AMO\'S <lt'lv!n,\ BOOKSIIili' and Phologr;;ph
G:tll<'ry io; on<' half hlot"k frllm Johnso11 Oym un
("on(l•ll. ~]Jrt'ial flrdrr •wr\li<·r.

__

111 Harvard SE
Denim Overalls

..

ntVOnt~f~ A't' CU'f HATI-"':S. P('titioh divorr{'g
arrangl.'d hy 1£'gal drrk sao plus riling k{', 296·

~~17.

1017

Cl,f:AilD!TCH 1\AMBLfmS, Friclny night Oc
lobcr 3 1975,8:00 ·12:00am. tiNM Corr'-'chouse.

Southwest's Finest Head Shop

10/3

New Mexico Daily Lobo
r

I

Please place the following classified advertisement in the. New Mexico
, under ~he heading
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning .
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; ~.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel B. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum_ charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

Enclosed $ _ _ _ Placed

by~_ _ _ _ Telephone_______ _

1

\

ASUNM President Alan Wilson

Wants Beer,
Rathskeller in Union

ASUNM President Alan
Wilson said Friday he is looking
into the possiblity of getting a
student rathskeller established
on campus.
Wilson said the faculty already
has a private liquor permit for
on-campus drinking. He said he

Feminists
Use Humor
As Weapon

tOtS

HIC"l~('t.io;S LoW£''i~..p~iecs and--i~rJ;st sclc~ti~~~~~

10,:1

::I

Wilso~n

STUDENT CENTER

;ondii.i~;. S250.

LO

0

Voters to Pick 4 City Councillors

To:

2:55·1HHiaftt•r5:00
1013
,1.\m~- :wEi- C'i)~·-EI~~trOni~ ignition,
$39 9!i 2Gt-l :i1~t1-l·~t('rtronit" t~nilion Sales.
1017
l•'nt:f)H;A..lL\Ht ·JA t~J:'ls~i~·~~ g~Jta~~~·~;s-~ $-135:

3.

Monday, October 6, 1975

...
~··-

City Election Will Be Tuesday
John, John, John:
"Bad Boys!"
"Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!
The fantastic
Convent Girls
of Santa Ana

8.

---- p

ox

New Mexico

Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry

THE HI·FI WIZARD PRESENTS

promotion ngency. Graduate swdent. 898:9011.

l2x.l8x14. New condition. $45.344-3752.
10/6
NEW MEXiCo·s BICYCLE --t;;;-in&-~~
Qualily 10·spccd bicych•s, Camping, hiking, and
bal:'kJint'king equipment. Trail llaus Cyclf'ry, 103l
San Mal€!o SE. 25G 9190.
, tfn

!-tfiSSINa-i~-C~IIeg~-~~~~1r-~;, ill~ek;-ndG-rey bob·

nw

'rhcro will be a music recittd in
l~sther
Thompson Lounge of the Sl!B from 12:30 to 1:30
P·Vl·• Fr!., Oct, 3, An informal dis!:'Ussion will
follow the pe1·formanee.

Ang('lr.o:, Wnshington 98362,
_ 1~::~
PAii~r---1~-rME--jt)n g-r~Unl~--~l~d(•J~l; t;n]y. Afterml<ln & evt•nings. ti'Jusl lw al)lr to work Frid~y
& Saturday nights. !\'lust h<' 21 y('nt·s old. Apply 10
person no phono t•ldls pl(lnse, SaVl' Wr~y Liquor
Stort•s: 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Mt>naltl NR. 10123

die bags, rack. All included. $825. Firm. Phono 883·
~183.
10/S

10/3

UNM Rugby Cluh v.s. Santa Fe Rugby Club,
Sat., Oct. 4, at 2 p;m. at UNM S~Julh CampUs
Fit•lds fSE of Football Rtndium), Everyone
wC'Icom(', refreshments provided.

Nn ('X·
peri(•m•<> rN!Uir~d. gX<'l'llrnl ,PiLY· Wor]Jwi_rle
lrt\\'('1. Summer JOIJ or t·al'('<>r. S('nd $3.00 for m·
formation. SEAF'AX, Depl G-10, Bt1:< 20·19, Port

-------------

'75 dosc~~"l model. But·
tonholcs, embroiders. monograms, $40 or 10
pay men ts_~-~:_256·3505. ~----- ~-·~ --~0/9
QUAD Hli:CORDER with AM·FM eight track nnd
all the goodies, $9.55 monih, 262·0637,
10/9

I! all. C.n~ 29?!J_1~0 CVt'_!'~l~~- ----- ---- ____ _!.~~
"Al,J':X" Where are you? need my books, your

869 2058, 8R3 l!i71i.

EMPLOYMENT
J'()ris <iN ~IIiPSY A'ffi<>-;.rc,\n, Fon·i~n.

iiooMi.IATEWANTEPIM-MffiDIATELY:I"rgo

NECCnl ZIGzAG,

2. LOST & FOUND
ro 1•Nr,; ·1181s iiiCI1oKin: -s,:p;-·25."Mii~hcii

6.

~~'!l.-- ------- --···-·-- ..----.--

20'POitTABLE
2&5.&987.

MA'~~r; NLc~k~~-·me at Julio's Meat
~~r~c~.!?~~e~ 8:00pm Fridty. Hector. 10/3

BIEYCr~E~lO~p~·~·iF.~;~)P{~~;~~ $1s. 277·3696. tO IS
. --- ~ ~--------· ---~--? --- --· ---·- ----··-

house. Serious student: non·smokcr. $(>7 or $100
lforcouplol. 842·0394,1400 Wilmoore SE.
10/3

brand ll(lW, $165, 292·1563,
6'8GTO, ;;b~ilt engine, radials, /'iC,
shifter, $1000, 298·2015.

sorneplncc
where we could talk, hnve a nice lunch and relax,
that's all. If you couldn't find It, don't blame me.
Carrara's Is right across the street. Nick.
10/6

IU·~'I'l!RN

10/3

5. FORSALE
HEwiJETT PACKAR.n MODEL fiP~45 ~;lculator

All~~nled t~-~~

REWARD.

----·-·

---·--~----··-----.----

10/3

6203.

----~--

, 1017
-$50/rno. Call Bnrbara 268·1858 nftQr 5pm.
-----·-

CI,BARDITCli:GL.iARDITCH, CI,EAHDITCH,

monry wails, Tom 705·5928.

.

TO

seeks girlfril'nd who is childless nonsmoker living
alone, wuih t(lil•Jihonl', ear, under 28. Brlan. PO
Box 1~888, 87111.
10/6

MAnY,

_

quiet apartmrnt, t•ompll•tely furnisht.'d, mid lWentics preferred $127, 265·4607.
__
10/8
~'EMALE
.SHARE 3-bd~;;-t<,--;;h~~;;;-;pt:

10/6

MusiC" REC-iTAL·-F~id~Y. Octob~;

10•:~·.?£1~.:

4. FORRENT
iiOoMM·A-;rE·I·OR ·-coUPi:ii-,-;~nt~d-fu~- 3-bdrn~

You havo

whllrc arc you?

1013

wn.l:T-Yi)-E-p·A-iiERH.
i65.3.2n2."- -10t9
WOME-N Tn I·~i)\iCA'fii)N bY. Won;~~· Stu,Ji~'S
Program, RUB Dallroom on Friday, OctohN 3

87131.

house. T('rry 242-6755.

Ti'ONH.

r.;r)-T>JN

Box 20,

1. PERSONALS
I;REGNJ\Nrf -AND" NF.i~D ·-i-iELJ)-&

printing.

prlrt•s !n town. Fast, pleasmg-. Nrar UNM. (all
21i5-2·14<1 or comr to 17L7 Girard Blvd N.l!:,
w
n --rNvrTA.
& -r~-h~t~g-~lpi;y:
Crrativl.' Servirrs I,td:21J9 79_:10.
_ _ 10/1_4

Marron lhtll room 131 or by muil to:

UNM

processing

'PASSPORT ;~r'i1ENTiFil~A~iON -ph-~ tO;, l.ow~·st

llnt.~IH 15 cent!! per woril pe,r day, onctloUar
minimum. Advl!rUscmentH run live or more
conHllCUUvc duy!l with no changes, nl"c cen·
l~ per word pur day, (no refunds if Cl!nccllcd
before Jive !ntmrllonal. Cln1111ilied ad•
verti~cmcuts muat. be paid in advnnce.

ClnH!IIficd Advertising,

black-and·whitc

Fine !{I'Uin or push pnl('eso:;ing of film, Conta.cl
shC<llS or custum proof~. High IJU:IIity (•nlargcm~n·
~s. mounting, £>tc. Allviee, if :1skcd. Call 265-2444
m· t•oml' to 1717 Girard Blvd NE. .
. __
·---

AI<C wmEHAIRED fox terrier pups, 8 WC(tkS,
pet and show. Easy lo Lrt~in, intelligent, af·
fectionatr, small, shorthaired. Call afh.•r 5pm: 255·
_
__
_ . 10/9
1565 or 206-8828,
2·1~·-·B\V- 'rv,· ~~~iv~·. ;rc,;kl'r;, tu~n·t~b~~·. -~·;-;::
NLssl•ttc. Stcwe, 298·3220.
___ ,____. __ -~~!~

~--

--·- -,., _____ _

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

...r

has talked with the-UNM Regents about extending that permit .to
cover students, and added that
University attorney Peter Rask
is now looking into the legal
ramifications of such a move.
"If the legal problems can be
worked out, and the state adopts
19-year-old drinking, indications
are that the UNM Regents would
approve the establishment of a
student rathskeller on campus,"
he said. "I talked informally with
some of the Regents t]Jis summer, and they said they would go
along with having at least beer
available on campus,"
The student body president
noted the state legislature would
"probably approve 19-year-old
drinking within the next few
years, making the rathskeller a

Albuquerque voters will go to
the polls tomorrow to choose four
city councillors from a field of 15
candidates.
Despite the many candidates
seeking office, voter turnout is
expected to be light with City
Clerk Mary Lou Cooper ·predicting a turnout of no more than 20
per cent of the over 100,000
registered v~ters.
The polls open at 8 a.m. and
close at 7 p.m.
The most hotly contested races
have been in Districts 6 and 8
while Districts 2 and 4, held
respectively by Joe Abeyta and
Tom Hoover, have g_enerated little debate.
But overall the . ampaign has
been hardly noticeable, unless
you are an avid reader of the
local newspapers. Few signs
have appeared along the streets
and little advertising has been
done by any of the candidates.·
In order for a candidate to win
tomorrow he will have to capture
40 per cent of the vote. If no candidate receives that amount then
there will be a run-off election
between the two top vote getters
on Nov, 4. A run·off is likely in
District 8 where. six candidates
are vying for the seat.
In District 6 two losers from

last :J:ear are back again an.d are
being mentioned .as the two
strongest contenders. UNM
Assistant Professor Alan Reed
and Ken Gattas, manager of
Ned's El Portal, lost to outgoing
councillor Ralph Loken.
All13, bond issues appear to be
headed for approval since there

has been no organized opposition.
The municipal judge seats up
for grabs have attracted six can·
didates but one, Judge Fredrick
Mowrer, has no opposition.
The other judge r11ce is for the
seat vacated by retiring Judge
Harry Robbins.

*'Bond* Issues,
* Charter
*

*:

Changes Also on Ballot
Besides selecting four city councillors and two municipal judges
Tuesday, Albuquerque voters will also decide on four proposed city
charter amendments and 13 bond issues.
The proposed bond issues, totaling $29.8 million, include $2.9
million for a new Civic Museum on the Navajo Truck site ~ear Old
Town. The bond includes purchase of land and construction of the new
facility.
One bond of nearly $4.2 million would build a new Courts building
adjacent to the proposed county jail facilities. The new building will
house the Municipal and Magistrate's Courts, Municipal Prosecutor's
Office and Public Defender's Office. The Police Department will
utilize the vacated spaces.
Nearly a half million dollars is proposed to upgrade and expand the
city's data processing system. The new system will automate, among
others, parkh1g citation collections and citizen complaints.
Approximately $1 million .is proposed for five Rio Grande Zoo improvement projects and over $6 million for storm sewer improvements.
The remaining bond monies will be used for Oistl'd in descending
order of amount).: street improvements, parks and recreation,

By Janet Kennedy
The radical feminist humor of
Harrison and Tyler, America's
!('ontinm•d on pagl• :11
first female comedy team, is
becoming increasingly more accepted across the nation. They definitepossibility.
"Economically, it would be a
·
·
said at first their agitation was
rrhnked, but now th<'y find wi~P movp for the llnivPrsity ,"
comedy their best weapon again- he said. "Even if it charged
~moderate prices, it could cover
st oppression.
Although Patti Harrison and , the deficit of the Student Union
By Mike Jackson
Robin Tyler have been a comedy Building (SUB)!'
Wilson said the Bookstore has
UNM Vice President for Academic Affairs
team for nine years, it was not
until five years ago, as the - paid the Union's deficit in the·· Chester Travelstead and members of the Faculty
women's liberation movement past, and that with a rathskeller, Policy Committee met Thursday, an'd among other
prices for textbooks could be things, discussed a proposal to increase UNM
dev~Joped, that they felt they
decreased. ·
faculty salaries by eight per cent.
could speak their minds on stage.
"Another possiblity talked
The proposal, recommended by Vince Montoya
"The hostility then was
amazing," Harrison said. "People about is that we take the profits of the State Board of Educational Finance (BEF), •
couldn't accept an all-female act. from the rathskeller and earmark will go before the state legislature in January.
Unless we pretended to be them for a scholarship fund;" he Montoya, in suggesting the iqcrease, said it would
sisters, they would have labeled said. "This would take the profit be in keeping with a proposed 15 per cent increase
out of the hands of the Reg®ts for other state government employees.
us lesbians."
Last year, iaculty members were given a nine
Tyler said the team did not and student government."
Wilson said that although per cent increase, although the initial salary
become militant on stage "until
Woman's oppression was some state legislators would be proposal for faculty involved an 18 per ceJ!t inrecognized as a valid issue, Now opposed to student drinking on crease.
Figures released by the American Association of
We do jokes against the Ad- cam.pus, he would rather they
ministration for what they have drink at the University 'than University Professors (AAUP) indicate that
faculty members at UNM earn less than their
done to women and people ~an ac- elsewhere,
"If the state adopts 19-year-old peers at other state universities in the Southwest
ceptit."
Harrison and Tyler have come drinking, I'd much rather see region. Universities with higher faculty salaries
full circle in their careers. They students drink in their own en- include the University of Arizona, the Univeristy
began by doing commercial vironment,'' he said. "It would be of Texas, the Univeristy of Utah and the Univerdumb-broad jokes, emerged as better than having them out on sity of Colorado at Boulder.
Russell Goodman, AAUP president at UNM,
radical feminists and have now the town where things can get
out of hand easily."
said part of the problem stems from the fact that
returned to commercial acThe old bookstore area in the salary proposals originate from the adceptance. "We are becoming
s'UB
is the site most often men- ministration. He said there is no bargaining force
radical chic," rr'yler stated. They
tioned
as the future home of a to represent UNM professors because it is against
Vice President Chester Tra
are doing about 100 college
student
rathskeller.
state
law
for
government
employees
to
engage
in
discussion
on Thursday. Travelstead told the
engagements a year and are
"There
is
a
state
law
against
collective
bargaining.
.
Faculty
Policy
Committee members that UNM will
receiving magazine and possibly
drinking
in
educational
UNM
Vice
President
for
Finances,
Joh}l
make
recommendations
on the subject to the For'l'V coverage.
he
said,
"Either
that
Perovich,
also
attended
Thursday's
meeting
and
mula
Funding
Committee,
composed of represenbuildings,"
Harrison and Tyler use humor
law
would
have
to
be
modified
or
told
those
presentthat.a
13
per
cent
increase
in
the
tatives
from
New
Mexico's
universities.
That comin order to strike at the social inmittee will then submit its recommendations to the
stitutions which have oppressed the SUB could be designated as a budget would be necessary to compensate for inbuilding
for
purposes
other
than
creases
in
the
cost
of
living
during
the
past
year.
BEF
and the Legislative Finance Committee prior
women, "Humor is our attack
ed~~.a~i.ol}-~.1 .. '!: :~
.
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!Conlinued on page 31

BEF Member Asks 8 Per Cent
u N M Fa c u t y s a Ia ry I n creases
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